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Content
Terrain Features: I wanted to focus on a dark apocalyptic-style world as my level progressed. I needed it to seem
overgrown and derelict like an abandoned world would be.
Organic Assets: I created a LOD asset that mimics the appearance of moss to add to the moist dark underworld
appearance. I also added a flowing water feature to create the flowing sewer water system. I wanted to add to the
apocalyptic feel by adding some burning assets inside and out of the building with working fire assets.
Architectural Assets: I created a catacomb-looking tunnel system that would be the focal point of the level. I
imagine old stone or cobblestone walls in a damp environment with overgrowths like moss growing on the walls
and floors. I would imagine that there would be a pump room and a lower sewer/water system that is visible. I
created in Maya a wooden crate asset that was primarily needed for demon hiding spots throughout the level.
Foliage: The outside was created by adding a dozen trees and flowing tall unkempt grass assets. These were
prefabricated assets I found in Unreal Marketplace.
Textures: I used textures a lot on my flooring to create different types of flooring to visually see. A concrete
texture was used outside and on the breakroom/bathroom floors. For the tunnel floors, I used very dirty old brick
flooring to achieve a derelict look.

Content (2)
Lights: I added two dozen lights to multiple light fixture assets to create the dingy and murky look of the tunnels. I
had to play with brightness levels to achieve a feel that worked for the world. I also added skylight and directional
lighting to achieve enough lighting outside of the tunnel area. The lighting seemed too dark when in play mode when
peering outside.
World Beyond: I also added large rocks to create an illusion of mountains and hills. I wanted a feeling of distance when
peering out of the windows by also adding mountain-like rocks to the distance far behind other rock assets. This allowed
for back mountains to move faster when peering side-to-side.
Additional items specific to this level: Additional assets I found already prefabricated included a dumpster, old
sofa, wood tables, steel oil drums, old rusty pipes, and a few others. This was done to add fill-in and give the
player more to look at while exploring the game level.
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